
Terms and Conditions of 
E-Commerce Payment Services

1. Terms Used

Account - a current account of the Merchant opened at SEB bank and 
specified in the Agreement either for accumulating Transactions funds 
received from Customers or debiting fees.

Agreement – E-Commerce Payment Services agreement signed between 
Merchant and SEB bank, including the special provisions of the agreement, 
the Terms and Conditions, relevant annexes, supplementary agreements 
and other arrangements as well as amendments hereof.

Card - the payment card (including digital version) used by the Cardholder 
to carry out a Transaction. The Cards, for which SEB bank provides Card 
acceptance on the internet service, are specified in the special provisions of 
the Agreement.

Card Acceptance Requirements - manuals, regulations and instructions on 
Card acceptance on the internet (within E-Commerce Payment Services) 
issued by SEB bank and / or the International Card Organizations, which are 
binding on the Merchant and available on www.seb.lt, www.visaeurope.com 
and www.mastercard.com.

Cardholder - a person to whom the payment card has been issued who uses 
Card Payment to pay for the goods or services at the E-shop.

Card Payment - a payment method by using the Card for purchases in the 
E-Shop by entering the Card and the Cardholder data.

Chargeback - a complaint disputing the Transaction in any part thereof 
submitted by the Cardholder and / or the Cardholders bank, and which is to 
be examined in accordance with the Card Acceptance Requirements.

Customer – Merchant’s customer (a private individual or a legal entity) who 
makes Transaction at the E-shop.

E-Payment – a payment method (like payment initiation service or PayPal 
payment initiation) submitted by the Customer in the E-Shop that is made 
from the Customer’s account at account holding or servicing institution.

E-Shop – in the Agreement fixed web-based point of sale of the Merchant 
for selling goods and/or services and through what the Customer can make 
a payment.

International Card Organization - an international organization ensuring 
the issuance and acceptance of Cards according to uniform standards (e.g., 
Mastercard International Incorporated, Visa Inc.).

Merchant - a person carrying out business with the E-shop, which has signed 
the Agreement with SEB bank.

Merchant Portal - an internet browser based technical solution provided 
for Merchant by SEB bank and Technical Partner to perform Transactions 
management, the refund of Card payments, customisation of payment 
application in E-Shop and other available functionalities as provided within 
https://support.ecommerce.sebgroup.com/.

PCI DSS - Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard is the data 
security standard developed by the Security Standards Council of Payment 
card Industry (https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org).

SEB bank – AB SEB bankas, registered company No 112021238, 
registered office address Konstitucijos pr. 24, LT- 08105 Vilnius, Republic of 
Lithuania.

Secret Key - a unique combination of digits (confidential) known only 
to its holder for verification of the authenticity of data communication / 
Transaction notices (responses and requests).

Service – technical solution of E-Commerce Payment Services in the E-shop 
with functionalities and payment methods agreed under the Agreement. 
The Service shall also include enabling of technical processing of the Card 
Payments, PayPal, payment initiation service, customisation of payment 
application in E-Shop and other functionalities.

Statement - a Card Payment report provided by SEB bank in electronic form 
for the period and frequency selected by the Merchant.

Specification - technical documentation regarding Service description 
(including operational aspects and technical interface) for the integration of 
E-Commerce Payment Services in the E-shop.

Technical Partner – a company, selected by SEB bank, which provides 
technical solution of the E-Commerce Payment Services; currently, - 
EveryPay AS, a company incorporated under laws of the Republic of Estonia, 
with legal entity number 12280690 and registered address Väike-Karja tn 
12, 10140, Tallinn, Estonia.

Terms and Conditions - these terms and conditions of the E-commerce 
Payment Services.

Transaction – purchase or sale transaction, complying with the 
requirements of SEB bank, between the Customer and the Merchant for 
making the payment in E-shop by the Customer.

Transaction notice – transfer of data to the Merchant on the status of 
execution of the Transaction and / or its change.



2. General Provisions  

Within the E-commerce Payment Services SEB bank enables processing and 
management of Transactions to be available at the E-shop. 

2.2. The provision of Service shall take place in accordance with the 
Agreement and those Terms and Conditions. The General Rules of SEB bank 
and Pricelist shall apply additionally to the legal relations between the parties.

2.3. The Merchant is obliged to comply with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Card Acceptance Requirements, Specification as well as other instructions 
issued by SEB bank in connection with the acceptance of Cards and 
E-payments in the E-shop, including instructions related to provision of other 
Services provided by SEB bank under Agreement.

2.4. The Agreement does not mean that any right of ownership or intellectual 
property right to the Service or the solution provided within the Service in 
whole or in any part is transferred to the Merchant.

3. Entering into the Agreement

At the time of entering into the Agreement or during the term of the 
Agreement, SEB bank may require the Merchant of the conclusion of an 
agreement according to provisions of Paragraph 9.2 of the Terms and 
Conditions.

3.2. The Merchant shall notify SEB bank in writing at least 7 (seven) 
working days in advance, of any changes in the information indicated and 
required under the Agreement or in the application. The Merchant shall 
provide information upon SEB bank request related to the Agreement in 5 
working days. 

4. Security and Technical Requirements

The Merchant uses for the E-shop the SSL security certificate, which 
complies with SSL protocol requirements and is issued by a recognised 
certificate issuer. To receive and transfer Transaction data over the Internet, 
the Merchant shall use the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) data transmission 
protocol.

4.2. The Merchant is responsible for its Card acceptance solutions and the 
compliance thereof with the PCI DSS requirements. Upon request of SEB 
bank, the Merchant shall be required to confirm that the Cards acceptance 
solution complies with the PCI DSS requirements by submitting to SEB bank 
the results of the annual audit and quarterly network scanning performed by 
an auditor approved by the International Card Organizations.

4.3. When preparing Transaction notices and other data communication, the 
parties shall follow the Specification published in service support webpage 
at https://support.ecommerce.sebgroup.com.

4.4. The Merchant shall appoint a contact person, who will manage access 
rights, user names and passwords to other Merchant’s users in the Merchant 
Portal. The Merchant is responsible that a user access the Merchant Portal 
only with password issued to the particular user.

4.5. The parties keep the Secret Key as well as passwords (for example 
passwords for the Merchant Portal) provided by SEB bank or the Technical 
Partner confidential from third parties. If a party learns or suspects that the 
connection data or other information related to the connection (including 
Secret Key) has come or may come at the disposal of unauthorized third 
parties, respective party or its designated representative are obliged 
immediately notify the other party thereof as well as the notifying party shall 
not use the respective Secret Key until a relevant agreement of the parties 
for forwarding and accepting Transactions is introduced.

5. Categories of Merchants 

5.1.In order to ensure the security of Cardholders’ data, SEB Bank assigns 
each Merchant who uses Card Payments in its E-Shop to a certain category.

5.2. When a Contract is signed with a Merchant for the first time, the 
Merchant is classified in Category 4. Depending on the number of Card 

Payments made by Customers, the Merchant may subsequently be assigned 
a different category. SEB Bank shall inform the Merchant of the assignment 
to another Category.

5.3. Depending on the category assigned, a Merchant who accepts Card 
Payments must do the following:

Merchant category Categorisation 
criteria

Actions to ensure 
compliance

Category I A Merchant who 
carries out more 
than 6 million Card 
Payments per year 
(including payments 
in physical stores), or 
a Merchant who has 
lost Data in the last 
twelve (12) months, 
or who is classified 
as such under other 
requirements set by 
International Payment 
Card Organizations.

Must carry out an 
independent annual 
on-site security audit, 
perform a quarterly 
network scan and 
submit to SEB Bank a 
completed Attestation 
of Compliance Form.

Category II A Merchant who 
carries out between 
1 (one) and 6 (six) 
million Card Payments 
per year (including 
payments in physical 
stores).

Must complete 
an annual self-
assessment 
questionnaire, perform 
a quarterly network 
scan (and submit a 
completed Standard 
compliance form).

Category III A Merchant who 
carries out between 
20,000 (twenty 
thousand) and 1 (one) 
million Card Payments 
per year.

Must complete 
an annual self-
assessment 
questionnaire, perform 
a quarterly network 
scan (and submit a 
completed Standard 
compliance form).

Category IV A Merchant who 
carries out no more 
than 20,000 (twenty 
thousand) Card 
Payments in E-shops 
or up to 1 (one) million 
payments per year.

Must complete a 
self-assessment 
questionnaire and 
perform a network 
scan at the request of 
SEB Bank.

6. Service Provision 

For provision and maintenance of Service, SEB bank is entitled to involve a 
Technical Partner without a separate agreement or consent of the Merchant.

6.2. The Merchant ensures in due time, using its own resources and at its own 
expense, the integration of the software of the E-Shop with the appropriate 
software for processing of Card acceptance and E-payment so that the 
Transactions could be carried out in the E-shop. 

6.3. The Merchant may engage another company (also referred to as “a sub-
contractor”) to carry out the activities referred to herein. In such a case, the 
Merchant shall ensure that the sub-contractor of the Merchant complies with 
all the obligations assumed by the Merchant under the Agreement to the 
same extent as the Merchant itself.

6.4. The Service can be interrupted for scheduled operational maintenance 
works, upgrades, and unplanned outages. The Service is regarded as 
available if the Transaction notice can be received by the Merchant.

6.5.  SEB bank reserves the right to temporarily close the E-Commerce 
Payment Services for a limited period of time for scheduled technical 
maintenance works and upgrades. To the extent possible, SEB carries out 
such work during the night.

6.6. Where circumstances dictate, SEB bank may initiate an emergency 
outage to apply necessary corrective and maintenance works without prior 
notice to prevent threats to the system's security or to prevent greater losses.



6.7. In case of unplanned outages, an investigation begins from when SEB 
bank learned of the outage.

6.8. SEB bank has the right to take unilateral decision to suspend the 
Services in full or partly with immediate effect by giving the Merchant notice 
thereof if:

(a) the Merchant fails to provide for more than 30 days sufficient funds 
in the Merchant’s accounts to cover fees for the Service 

(b) the Merchant allows third parties (including, its subsidiaries) to use 
the services without SEB bank prior written approval;

(c) any sensitive data becomes available to unauthorised parties and/or 
are otherwise disclosed;

(d) there is a real danger or reasonable doubt that E-Commerce Payment 
Services at the E-Shop is misused or may be abused;

(e) it is required by any international card organisation (applies for Card 
payments);

(f) it is required for security reasons (including situations the Merchant 
breaches its obligation to cooperate in case of security breaches or the 
Merchant does not have the required security measures);

(g) the Merchant is violating or not fulfilling the obligations under the 
Agreement or other documents specified in Section 2 of these Terms and 
Conditions;

(h) the Merchant business in its E-Shop, in SEB bank's opinion, is not 
compliant or fulfilling applicable national or European Union laws and 
regulations;

(i) SEB bank becomes aware of the fact that the Merchant has no 
a license and/or registration required by regulatory requirements, 
including in case such license or registration has expired or been revoked 
during the term of the Agreement;

(j) there are other grounds arising from General Rules of SEB bank, 
applicable regulatory acts or an arrangement between the parties.

6.9. If violations of the provisions of the Agreement (including these Terms 
and Conditions), Specification and / or the Card Acceptance Requirements 
are identified, SEB bank shall have the right to suspend the Card Payment 
and any settlements for the Card Payment.

6.10. If the Service is suspended and the Merchant eliminates the cause of 
the suspension SEB bank restores the Service within seven (7) working days 
as from date when SEB bank has been able to verify that the deficiencies 
have been remedied upon the Merchant’s written notice.

7. Transactions

7.1. The Merchant shall accept the Cards and E-payment that are valid as a 
non-cash payment means for payment for goods / services at the prices 
which, at the time of the Transaction, are not higher than those set for 
other types of payment methods in the E-shop.

7.2. When processing the Transaction, the Merchant in E-shop shall specify 
the Transaction amount in the acceptance currency of the Agreement.

7.3. The Merchant must not:

7.3.1. set additional fees for settlements with the Card Payment or 
E-payment acceptance or payments, unless this is provided for in the 
laws of the Republic of Lithuania. Any additional fee, if such is provided 
for in the laws and regulations, shall be included in the Transaction 
amount and may not be withheld separately;

7.3.2. accept the Card payment in order to cancel or refinance an 
existing obligation;

7.3.3. issue cash as a result of Transactions (including, in cases where 
the Transaction is cancelled), issue a commercial cheque or another 
document that can be used to make further payments;

7.3.4. break down the Transaction into several parts, including, but not 
limited to, using the Card data to pay any outstanding fees from the Card;

7.3.5. accept Transactions for the commercial activities carried out by 
third parties;

7.3.6. use the Card data for other purposes than Transaction without 
processing the Transaction data during the Transaction process, as well 
as before and after carrying out the Transaction;

7.3.7. redirect the Customer from the webpage of the E-shop to a 
webpage, not specified in the Agreement as well as to the E-shop from 
any webpage of the sales environment.

7.4. After completing the Transaction made by the Card Payment, SEB 
bank shall submit to the Merchant a Report containing the following 
information: reference number of each Transaction, the Transaction 
amount, the amount of the fees applied to the Card Payment for the 
Transaction (the service fee and inter-bank commission fee).

7.5. Merchant may submit a complaint to SEB bank regarding Transaction 
within 60 (sixty) days from the date of the Transaction. SEB bank shall 
review the Merchant's complaint if the Merchant have submitted:

(a) the documents / information confirming the Customers participation 
in the respective Transaction;

(b) the document supporting the Transaction;

(c) a duly completed and signed order form with complete information 
about the Customer (given name, surname, delivery address, phone 
number and electronic address);

(d) the documents confirming the delivery of the goods / services (a mail 
receipt or confirmation in electronic form).

8. Chargebacks of Cards Payments

8.1. If a Merchant fails to comply with the Card Acceptance Requirements, 
and an investigation of the Cardholder’s or his Card Issuer’s complaint 
finds the complaint to be justified, SEB Bank shall carry out a chargeback 
procedure. The Merchant shall be informed thereof in writing, stating the 
amount of the chargeback and the SEB bank account to which the Merchant 
shall transfer the funds within 3 (three) working days of the request.

8.2. The Merchant shall provide SEB bank with all possible assistance in 
resolving Cardholders disputes arising from Transactions to the extent 
necessary at the discretion of SEB bank.

8.3. The Merchant has the right to dispute the chargeback and to contest the 
validity of the complaint, but only after the funds have been transferred or 
debited to the SEB bank account.

8.4. SEB bank may delay the transferring of the Transaction amount for 
which an additional verification is required under the Card Acceptance 
Requirements, to the Merchant for up to 30 (thirty) days by notifying the 
Merchant thereof in writing, if necessary. If SEB bank has already transferred 
funds for the verifiable Transaction, SEB bank has the right to withhold 
the transfers for subsequent Transactions in the amount of the verifiable 
Transaction for up to 30(thirty) days.

8.5. SEB bank may withhold the transfers to the Merchant for up to 180 
(one hundred and eighty) days for the Transaction amounts for which 
substantiated Chargebacks have been filed under the Card Acceptance 
Requirements, as well as for the Transaction amounts for which within 30 
(thirty) days of sending the relevant request to the Merchant SEB bank has 
not received the copies of the original documents supporting the relevant 
Transaction.

8.6. If the ratio of the total number of Chargebacks against the Merchant’s 
monthly Transactions is greater than 1% (one percent) for two consecutive 
months, and / or 30 (thirty) of the Chargebacks per month, SEB bank may 
report the possible fraudulent activity on the part of the Merchant to the 
International Card Organizations, as well as may withhold funds from the 
account in the amount that corresponds to the amount of the fine imposed by 
the said organizations, without seeking separate consent from the Merchant.

9. Rights and Obligations of the Parties

9.1. At the request of the Merchant, SEB bank shall provide consultations 
regarding the Service by it-self or via Technical Partner. SEB bank is entitled 
to charge a fee for such consultation subject to prior approval of the fee with 
the Merchant.

9.2. SEB bank may, at its discretion, unilaterally impose an obligation on the 
Merchant to deposit funds with SEB bank in the amount determined by SEB 



bank for securing financial claims and losses related to the Transactions. SEB 
bank shall determine the amount of such deposit, the procedure and terms 
and conditions of depositing thereof, taking into account the volume and risks 
of the Card payments carried out by the E-Merchant. If the E-Merchant has 
not made the said deposit within the deadline set by SEB bank, SEB bank has 
the right to stop respective Services and/or terminate the Agreement with an 
immediate effect.

9.3. SEB bank is entitled to publish or make available the information about 
the E-Shops (the electronic addresses of the E-Shop, the names of the 
E-Shop) accepting the Card Payments and/or E-Payments.

9.4. The Merchant shall ensure in the E-Shop the following information in a 
clear, direct and permanently available manner:

(a) the list and descriptions of the goods / services offered;

(b) the electronic address and mailing address and contact phone 
numbers of the Merchant;

(c) the name of the Merchant (company), its registration number, country 
of registration, registered office and logo;

(d) if the Merchant does not accept any type of the Card, it shall be 
clearly and unambiguously indicated Cards that are accepted for 
payments in the E-shop;

(e) the relevant symbols approved under the terms and conditions of 
International Card Organizations for recognition;

(f) Cards transactions acceptance currency (additionally, in case the 
acceptance currency is other than euro, the Merchant shall clearly 
indicate that additional currency exchange rate will be applied to the 
Customer);

(g)  the terms and conditions of the delivery of goods / services, 
including the goods and money return policies;

(h) the consumer data protection policy; 

9.5. To the extent necessary, the Merchant shall duly familiarise its employees 
responsible for the performance of the Agreement with the provisions 
thereof, the Card Acceptance Requirements, any documents indicated in the 
Section 2 of the Terms and Conditions and any changes thereto.

9.6. The Merchant shall immediately notify SEB bank of any such activities 
with Cards, which cause suspicion that the activities may be directly or 
indirectly related to a criminal offence or an attempt thereof.

9.7. The Merchant may not disclose any such information, which relates to 
the special provisions of the Agreement, the Card Acceptance Requirements, 
and the Customers to third parties.

9.8. The Merchant is prohibited from offering such goods / services in the 
E-Shop, which have not been agreed with SEB bank in writing.

9.9. The Merchant is prohibited from accumulating and / or disclosing any 
information to third parties about the Transactions and the data related 
thereto (including data on the Cardholder, the Card number, the Card 
validity term), as well as any other information related to Card acceptance, 
Customers’ Transactions. The said obligation of the Merchant shall be valid 
indefinite period of time also after the Agreement has been terminated or 
expired.

9.10. The Merchant is not entitled to assign wholly or in part its rights (or 
obligations) under the Agreement to another party.

10. Applicable Fees and Settlement

10.1. The Merchant shall pay commission fees and other charges for the 
services related to the Card Payment and/or E-payment acceptance on the 
E-Shop accordance with the Agreement and the Price List.

10.2. SEB bank has the right to debit the fees from the respective account 
according to the Agreement without an additional consent of the Merchant. 
If the funds in the fee account are insufficient, SEB bank has a right to debit 
arrears from other current accounts of the Merchant at SEB bank.

10.3. SEB Bank shall debit the fees for E -Payments and Card Payments 
separately.

 
 

10.3.1. The commission for E-Payments shall be debited from the 
Merchant’s debiting fees Account for the previous month’s Transactions 
on the 16th-20th of the current month.

10.3.2. The commission for Payment Card Transactions shall be deducted 
immediately prior to the transfer of funds to the Merchant Account 
for accumulating Transaction funds, and at the latest within 3 (three) 
Business Days after the execution of the Card Payment and the sending 
of data for processing. The amount of commission withheld by SEB Bank 
shall be shown in the Report.

10.4. In case the Agreement has been terminated during the month, fixed 
commission fees paid by Merchant shall not be refunded regardless of which 
party terminates the Agreement or basis of such termination.

10.5. The commission fees payable by the Merchant to SEB bank include 
Card Payment inter-bank fees as well as the commission fees charged by the 
International Card Organizations. The indicative amounts of these fees are 
available on the website www.seb.lt.

11. Liability

11.1. The parties shall be mutually responsible in accordance with the laws 
and regulations of the Republic of Lithuania for non-performance in full or in 
part or improper performance of contractual obligations if the cause thereof 
is inattention or carelessness, intentional action or omission of the party, its 
employees, engaged sub-contractors, specialists or consultants.

11.2. In case of E-Payments SEB bank provides technical solution and 
initiation of E-payment. SEB bank is not liable for settlements between 
Customer’s account holding or servicing institution and the Merchant.

11.3. SEB bank is not liable for any Service outages or lack of availability 
caused by the circumstances beyond SEB bank's control. Such circumstances 
include, but are not limited to, for example, faults and/or computer viruses 
in the Merchant's system, third-party IT solutions or data communications, 
faults or disruptions as a result of the quality of the Internet and 
telecommunication services, force majeure, etc.

11.4. The Merchant shall fully compensate for all the losses incurred by SEB 
bank and third parties owing to the fact that the Merchant, when accepting 
payments, processing Transaction data, and / or that the sub-contractor 
engaged by the Merchant, when carrying out the relevant activities aimed at 
performing the Agreement, had not complied with the Agreement, the Card 
Acceptance Requirements or other binding requirements indicated in Section 
2 of the Terms and Conditions.

11.5. The Merchant shall be liable for any errors made by its employees and 
the employees of its subcontractors when accepting Card Payments and 
E-payments and processing Transaction data.

11.6. The Merchant shall be liable for the losses (including but not limited 
to the amounts paid by SEB bank on behalf of the Cardholder for goods / 
services) incurred by SEB bank, if the Merchant has disclosed information 
about the Transaction or information related to it (including data of 
Customers) to any third party or has used the information at its disposal 
fraudulently.

11.7. The Merchant shall be financially liable for all such amounts, for which 
Card have been accepted as a payment means for the commercial activities 
carried out by third parties, i.e., covering amounts for the goods sold and / or 
services provided, as well as for penalties calculated by the International Card 
Organization in this regard.

11.8. The Merchant shall be liable for accepting the Card for any unlawful 
purposes, including for processing Transactions for such goods or services, 
which are prohibited under applicable laws and regulations of the Republic of 
Lithuania and / or the European Union.

11.9. Termination of the Agreement shall not affect the collectability or 
satisfaction of monetary claims that have arisen prior to the termination of 
this Agreement.

11.10. SEB bank bears no responsibility for revenue forgone or other loss 
and damage that the Merchant has sustained in relation to the suspension of 
the Service or termination of the Agreement regardless the reason for such 
suspension or termination.



12. Final Provisions 

12.1. The Agreement shall enter into force on the date the Agreement is 
signed by both parties and shall remain in force for an unlimited term.

12.2. Each party has a right to terminate the Agreement unilaterally by giving 
a notice at least 30 (thirty) calendar days in advance to the other party.

12.3. SEB bank may unilaterally terminate the Agreement pursuant to the 
procedure set forth in General Rules of SEB bank.

12.4. SEB bank has the right without sending a written notice to the 
Merchant unilaterally terminate the Agreement with immediate effect if:

(a) the Merchant does not perform the Agreement or violates the terms 
hereof;

(b) Transactions in the E-Shop have not been carried out for at least 2 
(two) consecutive months;

(c) the Merchant has submitted false information to SEB bank;

(d) International Card Organisation demands the Agreement to be 
terminated;

(e) the Merchant breaches his obligation to cooperate in case of security 
breaches as indicated in the Agreement (including Card Acceptance 
Requirements) or the Merchant does not have the required security 
measures;

(f) SEB bank has suspended the Services under the Terms and 
Conditions for more than two (2) months. 

12.5. Any and all amendments, supplements or appendices to the 
Agreement shall be deemed an integral part of the Agreement and shall be 
binding on the parties from the moment of signature hereof.

12.6. SEB bank shall have the right to unilateral amendment of these Terms 
and Conditions with a 30 (thirty) calendar days’ written notice.

12.7. The law effective in the Republic of Lithuania shall apply to the 
Agreement. Any disputes between SEB bank and the Merchant shall be 
resolved pursuant to General Rules of SEB bank.


